
-SOUTH AUSTRIALIA LATEST UPDATE - 

ROI SUBMISSION STRATEGY DEPLOYED FOR THE 16TH 

FEBRUARY SUBMISSION WINDOW

 

State of South Australia has scheduled another ROI submission window with a highly a classified 

occupation list and the acceptance will be commenced from 2PM, ACST , Wednesday  16th 

February 2022 . 

Below are the possible circumstances that may be useful to know by the 

hopeful applicants. 

Incident 1 

The applicant has already lodged a ROI for SA during the former application submission window 

and those details are still appearing in the SA application portal as an ongoing ROI. 

These applicants are not restricted to re-submit another ROI and we are still combing the SA 

official site to find out whether it is a legitimate approach. We will acknowledge you with the 

accurate information on it shortly. If permitted to do so, such applicants can re-lodge the ROIs  

and can use the same EOIs  utilized  for the former SA attempt as long as it’s 2 years validity still 

exists. 

Incident 2 

The applicant has already lodged a ROI for NSW or has lodged an EOI for Tasmania or any other 

region other than SA and the applicant seems eligible to apply for SA as well. 

If you are in this state, you are not restricted to go for another ROI submission with SA and you 

may proceed with the SA ROI Submission as advised.  

Incident 3 

The applicant has already lodged a ROI for SA during the former submission window and ROI 

submission history been automatically removed from the SA online portal. 

Such applicants can re-lodge a ROI and can use the same EOI you used for the former attempt as 

long as its 2 years validity still exists. 

 



Incident 4  

The applicant is fresh and no former attempts have been made for any region. 

CDCIANS who are in this state may follow the below instructions. 

✓ First you must check the SA eligible occupation list to find out whether you are an eligible 

candidate to lodge a valid ROI for SA. However, CDC will notify the eligible candidates 

officially about their ability to apply for the process.  

✓ If you are an eligible candidate, make sure you have already received a pre-arranged EOI 

preview page from the CDC Support team. 

✓ While we make all the arrangements to lodge your EOI and get you the EOI application ID, 

please  make sure that you will undertake the ROI submission procedure.  

✓ Our support team will lodge the EOI on behalf of all types of short-listed candidates 

mentioned as above and get them the previews of the lodged EOIs with the EOI ID numbers 

that required when submitting the ROIs. 

✓ As mentioned previously, submission of the ROIs should be done by the applicants and we 

can undertake the ROI submission process as well, only if the number of eligible candidates 

and the application traffic is minimal for tomorrow s session. We will let you know about our 

capacity level once the eligible occupation list is declared tomorrow. 


